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A BOLD APPROACH TO LIFE

Zest

The gift of our human potential

The work of healing trauma requires an understanding of what it fragments and how it
creates disconnection. If we wish to resolve trauma we must also learn to move fluidly
through the three natural sources that it impacts--our instincts, emotions, and thoughts.
The ability to integrate these sources restores balance and natural order so that we can
experience the fullness of our humanity. The gift of our human potential!
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OUR 'PRIMAL' BRAIN
Here is the location of our
'instinctual' roots. Its focus is
not just 'How Do I Survive' but
also Who I Am. It not only tells
us w hen to run, fight, or
freeze but also that ' I' belong
here. It is oriented to the
present and houses the basic
drives of self and family
preservation.

OUR 'MAMMALIAN' BRAIN
Here is the location of our
'feeling' brain. Its focus is not
just Am I loved? Am I safe?
but also Why I Am Here. It not
only helps us process pleasant
and unpleasant experiences
but also that we belong here
together. It is oriented to the
past and present and aides the
connectivity of relationships.

OUR 'NEW' BRAIN
Here is the location of our
'thinking' brain. Its focus is not
just 'What Can I Learn' but
also Where I Am Going. It not
only executes how we think,
speak, and perceive but also
drives where I belong. It is
oriented to the past, the
present, and future to initiate
vision for interconnected life.

'Is identity belonging or is belonging identity'
Maile Kēhaulani Sing

Trauma
identity
Traumatic Reaction
Can you recognize these four
core components of trauma
identity?
Hyperarousal
Constriction
Dissociation
Freezing

Roots, principles, practices
THE FULLNESS OF OUR EVOLUTIONARY HERITAGE
Trauma has the capacity to mess up the natural order of being human,
interfering with our cyclical stages of development. Because it originates in
the felt sense of our instincts, it is essential to adopt a fluid practice of
understanding why we feel and act on our emotions the way we do. To
realize the fullness of our evolutionary heritage (our human potential), it's
vitally important to restore the functional use and balance of our brains.
At the root of my own health challenges, I discovered the deeply
embedded belief that I was not worthy to belong here. Consequently, this
trauma identity preferred isolation over connection to others, creating
fantasies instead of building a reality and sabotaging instead of visioning.
Most of the time, I felt threatened, trying to figure out the motives of others.
Even those that wanted to help me. As a result, I lived with a very amoral
compass of emotions having no principles to help gage and process my
feelings into a practice of powerful decision-making.

Eight Good Feelings
of belonging
STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT

Safety is the first feeling we
ought to experience out of the
womb. After that, there are 8
good feelings we get in relation
to our family and community.
The development of these
feelings help us to live with
interconnectedness and heartstrength through all life changes.

Trust
Autonomy/Independence
Initiative
Accomplishment
Identity
Intimacy

How can we bring about the reality of our basic human rights to survive,
live, and thrive with interconnectedness without first fulfilling the fluid
needs of our brain functions to self-preserve, to be loved, and to learn?
Whether you are working on a personal practice of wellness or helping
someone else using a trauma care focus, being able to reorder the
functionality of our brains becomes essential to the recovery and
restoration of health and wellness.

Generativity
Integrity

Adapted from The Red Road to Wellbreity &
Erik Erickson's 8 Stages of Development

